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A book on Road Safety "Surakshit Pravas apalyach hathi" Relcased
Maharashtra state has one of the highest road accident rates in the

Emergency medical systems address a diverse set of diseases that
span the spectrum of communicable infections, non-communicable
conditions, ob stetrics, and injuries.

Country and is witnessing steady rise in the road casualties. The accident
rates at different levels emphasize the need for accident and injury

prevention modalities to be initiated so as to reduce the injury rate. In

Emergency medical services (EMS) to treat critical and emergency

India poor user behaviors and knowledge have been identified as an

conditions include rapid assessment, timely provision of

important in road traffic accidents. Without an adequate knowledge of

appropriate interventions, and prompt transportation to the nearest
appropriate health facility by the best possible means to enhance
survival, control morbidity, and prevent disability.

traffic rule and regulations, and how to use road safety, thousands of lives
are spoiled or lost, vital resources are wasted and the countries

The goal of effective EMS is to provide Emergency Medical Care to
all who need it. Advances in medical care and technology in recent
decades have expanded the parameters of what had been the
traditional domain of emergenCy services. Emergency care must be
appreciated as an entire system with interdependent components.
These components include pre-hospital care, transportation, and
hospital care. Each component is important, but all of them must
work together to make a lasting effect on the health of a population.

The accident analysis at various levels points to the need to start road

development suffers.
safety awareness and education. With this view Lokmanya Medical

Foundation, Pune; has published a new book in Marathi called

"Surakshit Pravas apalyach hathi" on road safety authored by Dr.
Prakash Bhatlawande. Director. LMRC Pune.

Please See On Page 2

Investing in emergency medical care should become a priority.
These services, no longer limited to actual in-hospital treatment
from arrival to stabilization, now include pre-hospital care and
transportation. Actual provision of emergency care may range from

delivery using Auto-Rickshaw, taxi

or

Ambulance drivers.

Developing strategies to meet the range of needs posed by such
diverse circumstances will require innovation and

a

reorientation of

public health planning.

Pre-hospitai care encompasses the care provided from the
community(scene of injury, home, school, or other location) until
the patient arrives at a formal health care facility capable of giving
definitive care. This care should comprise basic and proven
strategies and the most appropriate personnel, equipment, and
supplies needed to assess, prioritize, and institute interventions to
minimize the probability of death or disability"

Pre-hospital care should be simple, sustainable, and efficient.
Because resource availability varies greatly among and within
countries, different tiers of care are recognized. Where no formal
pre-hospital system exists, the first tier of pre-hospital care may be
composed of lay people in the community who have been taught

SadakSural$haKa Gyan

basic techniques of first aid.
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Content of the book comprises of topics related to
. An Overview on Road Safety Scenario in

'
.
.
.
'
.
.
.
.

India. Maharashta.
Types of Road Accident,

Critical analysis and solutions on road safety,
First Aid and extrication techniques
Know your Vehicle,
License to drive and essential documents,

Driving Techniques
Road Safety Signs and symbols

Principles of driving and rules & regulations
Frequently asked questions

There are different types of vehicles such as Cars, Jeeps, Ambulance,
Jeep trucks, Trucks, training school vehicles, are in use in various
Companies, Schools and department s of Government of Maharashtra.
There is a regular turnover of vehicle drivers every year, thus a need

for

regular training and of these drivers is essential. This book can be used
as reference and

training tool.

A new book in Marathi called " surakshil Prav as apaly ach hathi" on road
safety authored by Dr. Prakash Bhatlawande, Director, LMRC Pune was
released

by Hon. Shri. R.R. Patil, Home Minister, Government of

Maharashtra and Hon. Shri. Satej Patil, State Minister for Home affairs

in

presence of Traffic Commissioner; Shri. Arup Patnik, Addl. Chief
Secretary for home Ministry , Commissioner of Police, Regional Transport
off,rcer, Pune Region and other dignitaries from Police,

Cell andRSPStudents.

Traffic, road Safety
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Prut ectivey'Comfort

Attri butec

HELMETS WORK
Helmet effectiveness has been confirmed by responsible studies, while
heLnet myths - "helnets break necks, block vision and impair hearing" have been consistently disproved. Safety-conscious riders wear helmets by
deliberate choice every time they ride; we know that you will, too.

What a Helmet Does for You
Fatsxd rflnion

First, it is the best protective gear you can wear while riding a motor- cycle.
Think of it at the same time you think of your ignition key: Pick up the key;
pick up the helmet. They go together. Helmet use is not a "cure-all" for
motorcycle safety, but in a crash, a helmet can help protect your brain, your
face, and your life. Combined with other protective gear, rider-education
courses, proper licensing and public awareness, the use of helmets and
protective gear is one way to reduce injury.

You hope you never have to "use" your helmet, just like you hope you
won't ever need to "use" the seatbelt in your car. But crashes do happen. We
can't predict when or what kind they will be. You should not say to
yourself, "I'm just running down to the store," and not wear your helmet. In
any given year, a lot of people make good use of seatbelts, and a lot of riders
give thanks that they were wearing helmets.
Second, a good helmet makes riding a motorcycle more fun, due to the
comfort factor: another truth. It cuts down on wind noise roaring by your

ears; on windblast on your face and eyes, and deflects bugs and other
objects flying through the air. It even contributes to comfort from changing
weather conditions and reduces rider fatigue.
a helnet shows that motorcyclists are responsible people;
we take ourselves and motorcycling seriously. Wearing a helmet, no matter
what the law says, is a projection of your attitude toward riding. And that
attitude is plain to see by other riders and non-riders alike.

Third, wearing

How and Why a Helmet Works

hCrm

rytm

b

hd

padding; and a good retention system. What we see lust is the outer shell,

usually made from some family

of

fiber-reinforced composites or

thermoplastics like polycarbonate.

This is tough stuff, yet it's designed and intended to compress when it hits
anything hard. That action disperses energy from the impact to lessen the
force before it reaches your head, but it doesn't act alone to protect you.

Inside the shell is the equally important impact-absorbing liner, usually
made of expanded polystyrene (commonly thought of as Styrofoam). This
dense layer cushions and absorbs the shock as the helmet stops and your

head wants to keep on moving. Both the shell and the liner compress if hit
hard, spreading the forces of impact throughout the helmet material. The
more impact-energy deflected or absorbed, the less there is of it to reach yow
head and do damage.

if

Some helmet shells delaminate on impact. Others may crack and break
forced to take a severe hit; this is one way a helmet acts to absorb shock. It is
lientliner
doing its intended job.
has little
may be invisible to the
is the soft
protective value left and

Impact
eye;
shoul

foam-and-cloth layer that sits next to your head. It helps keep you
comfortable and the helmet fitting snugly. In some helmets, this padding can
even be taken out for cleaning.

Different helmets do different things. There are hard hats on construction
and heavy-industry heads; football helmets on athletes' heads, and
Kevlar@ caps on military heads. None are interchangeable. Motorcycle
riding helrnets are very sophisticated and specialized for the activity.
They'vebeen developed carefully and scientifically overthe years.

The retention system, or chin strap, is very important. It is the one piece that
keeps the helmet on yow head in a crash. A strap is connected to each side of
the shell. Every time you put the helmet on, fasten the strap securely. It only
takes of couple of seconds. To ride without your helmet secured would be as
questionable as driving without your seatbelt fastened.

CHOOSING A HELMET

Basic Comtruction
Combnfil

frur6

Bbilouer$dl

Fe.ldirE

lmrl-aboDirE liner
trddrE

While color, design and price may be a part of your decision about which
helmet to buy, think frst about protection and comfort. A full- face
helmet gives the most protection since it covers more of your face. It
usually has a moveable face shield that protects the eyes when it is
closed.
See and be seen. Be prepared. Enioy

Edition:lEce

piDlclbn

Rehntion

rytsn

Four basic components work together to provide protection in the
motorcycle helmet: an outer shell; an impact-absorbing liner; the comfort

the ride'
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What you must know when choosing a helmet is that it meets minimum
safety standards. The way to find a well-made, reliable helmet is to look
for the ISI4151 mark\sticker on the inside or outside of the helmet. The
Mark \sticker means the helmet meets the safety test standards of the
Indian Department of Tran sportati on and/or the Indian S tandard B ureau.

In Short

. All adult-sized helmets for on-highway use must meet ISI standards.
. Helmet dealers and distributors must ensure that all the helmets they
sell bear the ISI 4 l5

I sticker. Whatever your helmet choice,

I

l

be sure it has

this certification.

. You don't

want an inferior helmet or one designed for

another

purpose. If someone tries to sell you one without it, don't buy it.

. If your helmet has no ISI 4151 sticker, do not wear it, regardless

of its

age.

.

The helmet should

ISI has been testing helmets design and make sure that helmet they
approve has life-saving, shock-absorbing minimums.

.

Even the best helmet is no guarantee against injury. However, without
a

it sits squarely on your head. It shouldn't be tilted

back on your head like

hat. Remember, if your helmet is too large, several

when you least want it to; it can be noisy and let in wind; worst of all, it may

Size

fitting a helmet than just buying the one that matches

your hat size or guessing at "small, medium or large." Howev'er, hat size
good starting point. If you don't know your size, you can use the chart

below. Measure your

head at its largest circumference

-

usually just

above your eyebrows in front, over your eyes and around in back. Try

it

several times so you know you've gotten the largestnumber. If yourhead
size falls between the numbers listed, use the larger size. Most helmets
are marked and sold as S,

manufacturer

a

a

crash!

Once the helmet is on your head, make a few other

There's more to

it is in

place correctly. Be sure

come off in

a

and may even feel a bit too tight until

things could happen: it will move around and up and down on your head

helmet you are more likely to have serious head injuries than a rider

who is wearing one.

is

fit snugly

M, L or XL, so you may need to contact the

for size equivalents.

Helmet sizes vary among

manufacturers and model types.

Getting the Right Fit
inrhcs
114
5/8
22
22 318
223/4a
23118
23 718
24114
23 314
2"t
21

cm
54
54,9
55.9
56.8
57.8
58,7
60,6
6't,6
62.9

Fbt Sizc
6 314
6 718
7

7 1/8

fit

checks before

fastening the straps.

. The cheek pads should touch your cheeks without pressing uncomfortably.
' There should be no gaps between your temples and the brow pads.
. If the helmet has a neck ro1l, it shouldn't push the helmet away from the
backofyourneck.

.

On full-face helmets, press on the chin piece. The helmet or face shield
should not touch your nose or chin.

If it does, it will surely do so at speed

from wind pressure.

With the helmet still on and the straps securely fastened, move it from
side to side and up and down with your hands. If it frts right, yow skin
should move as the helmet is moved. You should feel as if a slight, even
pressure is being exerted all over your head. Remember, too, that a
helmet loosens up a bit as the comfort liner compresses through use.
A new helmet should be

as

tight as you can comfortably wear it. Now, with

the chin strap still securely fastened and your head straight, try rolling the

helmet forward off your head. You shouldn't be able to pull it off.

If

you

7114

can, the helmet is too big.

7 3f8
7 5/8
7 3/4

Take off the helmet. Does your head feel sore anywhere? Are there any red

7 518

spots on your forehead? Pressure points can be uncomfortable and can
cause a headache after a long ride, so be sure your helmet isn't causing any.

If it is, choose the next largest size or try a different brand of helmet. Human
heads are not all the same shape, neither are helmets.

The Best Way to Try on Your Helmet

Hold it by the chin straps. The bottom of the helmet should face you with
the front pointing down. Put your thumbs on the inside of the straps,
balancing the helmet with your fingertips. Spread the sides of the helmet
apart slightly and slip it down over your head using the chin straps.

If you

are still unsure about the helmet's

fit, wear it around the store for

a

while to see if it remains comfortable. A helmet is an important investment,
no matter what its price. Be sure the one you choose is right for you.

Wear your helmet, every time you ride.
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frtil{ qlilr, ftil uquril

ftanrroiur ur&rrtil

GImr

fl trr$iLa uiil nfiiqrrn

rrR crrErttrkT T€rm s{fuft Tdqafr *d
wq{, ft teuqrqra fl€g.ftqr Frqqin q a,mqri rTIdFt
a,qi Frdid urrqn erla, srt qfrqrfi As qqw{rfr f{R?id
$ft trr€aq qift {rraqrt (ar. ss) tE H. fraqrq tfurn
qnGqn q rr€rw Rwr {qr+ftqr rfri GnFr errq&*qr
enmfud a,r{qn}d e
vaarqti {rdrrftf, ffi
rTrxn

ilffi4t.

qfu€ Ei?rfirq qr+qnfu* €fr fr. qq. giilfifi qifr
zfi.rftnAn s{EnFT H. ffi
rgq frs{R sf. 64. fr.

Training programme for Auto rickshaw

o

Life Support trained rickshaw
drivers to facilitate careful transportation of road
create a cadre of Basic

accidentvictims.

o

eTrfrq1dsqfry66P.
g{Rrd GrI, g.{Rrd +d{ €t Ett a,,rftn}qr Arq *f,r.
Rrqr& arrrqrq qr{rtrf, frriB qtTrrl€ fiunqrr*ift
iltrdti qqa -:arft qrqr&
ffiFg flra At.

o
o

a.rqffi

d

ffi

tuqrd srre.
errm'rqnrE qflrqur q
tqarrqrffiiTr qr
qqr
q|'arfr,
sff efr
irsurift nr{rqi Er€tf*, RrR
qr€ tq qifi ftffir. qqrqrftf, qFdqr srRrfi sra a,,quqrqr&
q,ronifi snrfr qqi
Rifr qftrqkd
"rqtrfr

M
ffi
ffi. fq{rqffifiiqr& fqqr dwun{ Fran'SA Rifr fr€
refffi.
Tqfflur qep6q5ft ffi{t q|GluTraII TGqntrd
rr€t eft. g,tr*,fi qifi frW
Errfis Rwr tqnd ffi
Erqffi. Rwrqra+iqr tqqr rsawcd Rifi ertsq{ attr
d. qqq6f6iaT qt6 z5-trlptt ffi;IT;Tt6I;Tt
frer qr aFnzru rl6r*,w qrqffi ilqftfr Rift qr d

& marking of 250 Auto-rickshaw
as per the

stands in

vulnerability of

thelocation

e

fi{}, ffi-p=*
qffi

Selection

PCMC area out of 500 stands

aErfuq dqrftr+r €i. gtr{dr qTizfi-{, fqail qqwffi
sqntRn+
€r?r{H sft qrqr
rftw. qrs. rrfrq
erffieftCiltqw&d, {r€r{.fi

fr. tq,

(Ist responders) Develop trained first responders and

Auto-rickshaw drivers were enrolled with the help of

Dy-RTO and Maharashtra Rickshaw

Panchayat,

Pimpri, Pune.

'

703 Rickshaw Drivers were Trained as Ist responders

First Aid Kit& Shifters (modifred stretcher suitable
for 3 wheelers) were Distributed
Rescu'

":ff;fT,li:ffiil fi";::H:il:'*''
brought patients to various hospital including
Lokmanya Hospital
Victims were carried in Shifter to Lokmanya
Hospital as well as other hospital
First aid box given to the Auto rickshaw
drivers were appreciated and the Auto
Rickshaw drivers 56 Vo agreed to refill the
same.

qqtffi . €f. aftfsur fr{fr qifi q*qiqc* *fr.

(
\

First Responders training Programme for Rickshaw Drivers inaugurated- at the August hands of
shri. D.s.Kulkarni , Industrialist and social Activist shri. Bhai vaidya in presence of
Dy. RTO Shri.Jitendra Patil, PCMC, Asst' RTO Shri. H.Gadshing '
Shri. Sab" K.mble President Maharashtra Rickshaw Panchayat'
Dr. V.G.Vaidya Managing Trustee, LMF and Other Dignitries.

i

I
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STAKE HOLDERS & OPINION LEADER^S WORKSHOP
o Identification of Key Stakeholders for Safe life initiative and

Develop trained first responders on road safety issues and injury
prevention

pro glalnme imPlementation

o

TRAII{ING FOR COLLEGE BOYS & GIRLS

Quantitative Outcome : 50 members from all the key
organizations like Elected Representatives, Industrialists,
Government Agencies, Health, Police, Media, Fire Brigade,
NGO's, Highway Authorities, and Local CBO's were involved

o
o
o
o

trained
Total No of Colleges Approached
Total No of Colleges Participated

:

Total No of First Responders Trained (college students)

:

College Students

4L4

: 15
:

M
4L4

in one-day workshoP.

o

For the first time the Government of Maharashtra had taken
note of road safety issues in the state of Matrarashtra and called
a

high level meeting under the chairmanship of Hon' Shri R'R'

Patil, Minister for Home Affairs and Hon. Shri' Rarnesh
Baghve State Minister of Home affairs; aftended by all the

Outcomelndicator

o

4l4were trained on Basic Life Support and Comprehensive
EmergencyMedicine.

o

2}}students weretrainedotherthantargetpopulationof the Safe
Life Initiative proj ect.

departmental heads of Police, Traffic Police, Transport, Health

During the above meeting it was resolved to observe the

The primary target audience was two wheeler drivers who have recently
started driving or registering for new driving license. The target trainees

fortnight from 1"'January to 15 January as Maharashtra Road

were MBA and Engineering Students of PCMC area. The beneficiary

and Lokmanya Medical foundation'

o

took oath on Helmet usage, and Drink & Drive.

Safety Campaign every Ymr

o

Hon. Home Minister directed the transport office to.chalk out
the state action plan for road safety.

o

He also assured to innoduce Emergency Medical Services

Bill in the Legislative

o

assembly soon.

He also assured to felicitate all those people who respond to
accident victim and save lives
orffoo

Drawing Readers from page

I

skills improves patient outcomes.
This system allows the first responders to respond more rapidly,
with second responder involvement only if needed. Accordingly,
urban areas

.'ill:l"i'ff
ncy services
such as the fire andpolice departments. Other enabling factors are
good telecommunications; rapid and dedicated transportation; and
coordinating capacity among the community, hospitals, and other

emergency services.

"Safe Life Initiative on Road Safety" shows that improved
organization and planning for emergency care can be done at a
reasonable cost and lead to more appropriate use of resources,
improved care, and better outcomes.
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DEVELOPMENT OF rEC (DE\m,LOPMENT OF TRAII{rNG

TRAII\ING PROGRAMME FOR AMBI]LAI\ICE DRTVER &

MODIILE AND REFERENCE BOOrL)

SCHOOL DRTVER

(First responders) EMS trained Drivers to facilitate careful

Developed Training Module:

o
o
o
o

First responders Training Module.

transportation of road accident victims.

Road Safety for school bus drivers

Ambulances drivers

First responders Quarterly Newsletter

Ambulances of different hospital

These training modules

will be utitzed for the training of the frst

: 58

covered

Drivers
covered

Trained School bus
Schools

responders.

Trained

:

15

: 285

:52
Total:343

BOOK ON MARATHI . STJRAKSHIT PRAVAS 'SAtrE DRTVING'

OTIIER ACTIVTNES IMPACT

:

ROAD SAT.ETY : ANINSIGIIT

Road Safety Team of LMF in collaboration with Dy-RTO

A reference book on Road Safety " Suralcshit Provas apalyach hathi"

(PCMC) had identified several Transshipments Halt Points

The contents include

:

Accidents , Types of Accident , How to prevent

Accidents, Indian Road:

A

scenario Impact

of Accidents , Role of

along the National

/ State Highway between Chinchwad-

Lonavala&Pune-Nasik.

Government Organisation , National Highway ,Schemes of Government

The. Estimation of Breath Alcohol was conducted with the

for accident victims, Emergency First Aid ,Golden Hour Project &

help of our Lab-Technicians and the Regional Transport

Transportation of Accident Victims

Authority for 2000 truck drivers in a period of 1" Jan to 15"

o

This will be used

as

Reference Book for training of

-

Truck

Drivers, Ambulance and School bus drivers & College Students

Jan.2011.
Breath Alcohol estimation including Medical Checkup of
2000 drivers

DilIIBITION POSTERS CAN BE USED F'OR:

Counselling of truckers at transshipment points on this

o
o

Road Side Display

highway

Exhibition at Academic Institution & in Exhibition

Driver's detected positive for breath alcohol were referred to
the Traffic Police for further action.

Distribution of Educational Kits on Drunken & Defensive
Driving
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Road safety starts with you. Show you are committed to road safety by
following l0 commitments for road users.

guaranteed under the constitution

I commit to:

5.
6.
7.

of
million suffer injuries. About 70 percent of these

estimated that about 5, 00,000 people lose their life every year as a result

and keep a safe distance suitable for the

road accidents and over 15

conditions
Not use a mobile phone while driving
Be visible as a pedestrian or cyclist
Keep my vehicle in a good condition

8. Know

India. However, many people die every

whole of the Second World War. Various studies by World Bank have

Use a seatbelt, in the front and in the backseat of a car

3. Wear my helmet on a motorcycle

4. Drive at a safe speed

of

year from road accidents all over the world than the number killed during the

1. Not use alcohol or drugs while taking part in traffic

2.

Right to life and safety is the fundamental right of every citizen. This is

road accidents occur in developing countries.
In every metro cities in India ; Newspapers give

and respect the traffic rules

9.

Be licensed and trained for the vehicle I drive
10. Know how to react in case of a crash

and injured

in traffic accidents. As

many NGOs have come

a response

up to deal with

a

daily report of people killed

to this heightened awareness,

this increasing urban epidemic of

We need you to act as a role model; you have a great influence on your
direct environment.

death anddestruction.

Please talk with your peers about the importance of road safety and
reward good and discuss bad behavior.

Police & traffic departments holds road safety week every year , during which

You can make a difference; together we can save millions of people.

demand greater powers to fine and punish. In spite of these efforts the

many awareness events like painting competitions, zero tolerance drives and

killing

and the maiming continue unabated.

National Road Safety and Traffic Management Board Bill,

2010

Lokmanya Sent comments/suggestions on request to Rajya Sabha

The recent statistics on road safety presents a very grim picture; Road
fatalities now leads the list of accidental deaths in India much more than any
other such as by drowning, fire, rail or air mishaps. The magnitude of road

(Upper House of Parliament of India)

accidents in India is increasing at an alarming rate. About 80,000 people are

The National Road Safety and Traffic Management Board Bill, 2010 has

killed every year in Maharashtra and top the number of road fatalities above
the National average of road fatalities perkilometer 0.025.

been referred to the Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee

on Transport, Tourism and Culture for examination and
This Bill seeks to establish

report.

Road fatalities are caused due to various reasons, primary among them are
bad condition of roads and

traffic violations, poor implementation of various

laws governing road traffic and safety issues, and last but not the least, the

dedicated and integrated agency - the National

faulty road engineering and road design . Furthermore, lack of awareness on

Road Safety and Traffic Management Board for the orderly development,

road safety issues amongst the general masses and apathy of the policy

a

regulation, promotion and optimization of modern and effective road safety
and traffic management system and practices in relation to the national

highways. The Board would also ensure improved safety standards in
highway design, construction, operation and regulate high standards in
production and maintenance of mechanically propelled vehicles and for
related matters.

Under such conditions road safety calls for urgent action.

Now

how do we

start ? First of all, we should select good practices or road safety measures that
are known to work in our situations and apply them

to set up

a

systems

locally. Second, we need

for collection and analysis of road accident data on

bill with

Bill

and have sent

regards to setting up of emergency

science in road safety rather than public Relation for road safety.

Dr. V. G. Vaidya
Managing Trustee

Lokmanya Medical Foundation is a registered, not-for-profit Organization
promoting the Road safety with programs and public information under Safe
Life Initiative on Road Safety Sponsored by the UPS India
The information contained in this publicatian is offeredfor the benefit of
College student, young riders and those who have an interest in riding Road
Safety. The informatian has been compiledfiom publicati.ons and
obsemations of indivi.duals and organizations familiar with the Road Safety,
Emergency Medi.cal Semices, Road Safety Research and training.

It is high

time our policy makers and vehicle manufacturers give more importance to

medical services and training first responders along the national highway
and expressway.

a

scientific basis suited to our socio-economic conditions. Then, these data can
be used to fine tune policies and set up long term safety programs.

tr-okmanya Safe Life Initiative core group have studied the
comments/suggestions on the

makers and implementers add to the increasing problem of road safety.

